Abstract: This paper proposes a navigation system that covers Japan and surrounding area using communication-satellite transponders. A ground station would generate navigation signals, and satellites would relay them to users. A critical problem in this system is the unknown signal delays at satellites and ground stations. We show how to solve this problem without using sophisticated hardware. Simulations indicate that navigation errors are less than one meter if satellites and stations have unknown delays of a few hundred meters.
Introduction
For many of us today, the words "navigation satellites" would arouse an image of satellites flying with precise atomic clocks on-board. The widespread use of GPS has already led us to believe that the satellite-borne clock is the sole technique that enables satellite-based navigation. Are there truly no techniques other than, and simpler than, satellite-borne clocks?
This paper proposes a navigation system to cover Japan and the surrounding area by using satellites that do not carry precise clocks. Navigation signals are generated at a ground station and are relayed to users through satellite transponders; that is to say, the satellites are communication satellites. This concept of navigation is called "communication-navigation."
The communication-navigation concept will yield, if it proves feasible, low-cost systems owing to the simplicity of the satellites. Communication satellites in orbit are abundant and so provide flexible choices in constructing our navigation systems. However, problems particular to communication-navigation exist. In the following, we define our communication-navigation system and address its particular problems. To these problems, we will show our solutions, thus confirming the feasibility of communication-navigation. Finally, we propose experiments to prove our new navigation concept.
Communication-Navigation System
The fundamental principle of satellite-based navigation is illustrated in Fig. 1 In our navigation system, time-mark signals are generated at a master ground station and are up-linked to four satellites, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The master station monitors and controls the signal transmission timing, in order to synchronize the signals emitted by satellites. Our system thus provides navigation services compatible with that shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig.2 Communication-navigation concept.
A lot of communication satellites operate in geostationary orbits, and new satellites with increased EIRP and increased transponder capacities are going to join them, thus providing choices for our navigation system. However, a set of four satellites all chosen from geostationary orbits cannot support navigation. This is because such satellites are nearly aligned when viewed from users; that is, satellite geometry is poor. If our navigation service is to cover Japan, an improved geometry is obtained by employing a quasi-zenith satellite. A satellite that stays at high elevation angles is called a quasi-zenith satellite 1 . Such a satellite can be prepared by using an orbital arrangement as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Three satellites are used, with each in a 24-hour, 45-degree inclined orbit. Each satellite then plots a "figure 8" locus on a map. Orbital revolution phases of the satellites are so adjusted that the satellites plot one and the same figure-8 locus. Then, by switching from one satellite to the next every eight hours, we always have one satellite near the zenith above Japan. This satellite is away from the geostationary orbit and so improves the satellite geometry. A constellation using three geostationary satellites and one quasi-zenith satellite thus makes a workable navigation geometry 2 . The master station controls the signal times as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The time of transmission of a signal to satellite S1 and the time of arrival of the same signal returned from S1 are led to symmetry, with respect to a reference time t 0 on the master station's clock, by the control. This is done by using the feedback of the monitored times as the signal transmission is repeated regularly. The signal transmission to each satellite is controlled in this way, and the satellite signal emissions are synchronized. Our system thus fulfils the prerequisites of satellite-based navigation: good satellite geometry, signal emission synchronization, and satellite position determination.
Problems Particular to Communication-navigation
Our discussions so far have neglected the delay time of signals in communication equipment. When a satellite relays a signal, there is a finite delay time from the moment the signal enters the satellite antenna to the moment the signal leaves the satellite antenna. Even if this satellite-delay has been measured before launch, changes may occur after launch. Any unknown delay will deteriorate navigation accuracy. Changes in satellite-delay can only be detected by using on-board monitoring equipment. Using such equipment would result in a complex satellite of particular specifications, so the benefits of communication-navigation would be lost.
Delays in ground stations pose similar problems. For example, we calibrate a TX of its internal delay, by using some test equipment. This test equipment needs calibration of its own internal delay, so we must prepare additional equipment. This equipment in turn needs its own calibration, so an endless chain of needs arises. This implies that some error will be left uncorrected in the calibration of in-station delays.
The feasibility of communication-navigation thus depends on whether these problems of delay could be solved. In the following, we will show that the problems can be solved without relying on sophisticated hardware. The word "delay" in the following discussions refers to the unknown amount of delay remaining uncorrected after calibrations for satellites and for ground stations.
Problem of Satellite-Delay
Suppose that a satellite has a delay d, while ground stations have no delays. This satellite-delay introduces an excess of d/2 in ranging. The satellite position as determined by three-station ranging is then displaced, from a true S to a false S′, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . If this S′ is informed to a user, it is more distant than S from the user. In order to do correct navigation, the user should think that the arriving signal has traveled for a longer time than actual. This can be done if the user supposes that the signal was emitted at some earlier timing than the actual timing. How much earlier should this be? The delay d also introduces an error to the time-control at the main station. What is shown in Fig. 4 becomes what is shown in Fig. 8 . The actual time of signal emission by the satellite is t 1 , which is later than the targeted t 0 . We can show here, by analysis 2 , that the "timing earlier than actual" discussed in the question above coincides practically with t 0 . We should therefore forget about the satellite-delay and declare that a satellite at position S′ in Fig. 7 has emitted a signal at t 0 in Fig. 8 , and this information will be valid for the user's navigation.
In other words, our communication-navigation system has the effect of self-canceling its satellite-delay errors. A delay in one satellite causes a satellite-position error that then sends a navigation error to the user. The same satellite-delay causes a timing-control error that then sends another navigation error to the user. These two errors cancel each other in the user's position calculations. This cancellation works under the following two conditions: (A) The area where ground stations and users exist must be sufficiently small in relation to the satellite distances from them. Error cancellation then works because the lines of sight to any one satellite from the ground stations and users become nearly parallel. Quasi-zenith and geostationary satellites are more than 36,000 km distant and so fulfil this condition for regional navigation for Japan and the surrounding area. (B) All signals uplinked to one satellite must experience equal satellite-delays. To meet this condition, signals uplinked to one satellite should pass through the same channel of the same transponder.
The self-error cancellation works independently for each satellite. So, it is no problem if different satellites have different delays. This allows us to choose arbitrary satellites for the planning of our navigation system.
Problem of Station-Delay
Suppose that delays exist in ground stations but not in satellites. We have discussed that the absolute calibration of the station-delays is unlikely to be done. We then try relative calibrations, as follows: Use one set of test equipment to measure the internal delays of four TXs in one station, and equalize these delays. For this to be possible, the up-links to the four satellites must use a common frequency band. If we carry the test equipment from station to station, every TX of every station can be set to have an equal delay e. Similarly, every RX of every station is set to have an equal delay f. Delays e and f, which are unknown, modify the timing control at the master station, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . The satellite emits a signal at t 1 , which may differ from the targeted t 0 . This t 1 is equal for every satellite, owing to the equalized station-delays. The synchronism of signal emissions by satellites is thus maintained. Meanwhile, the station-delays give rise to an excess of (e + f)/2 in ranging, and this excess is common for every station and for every satellite. The satellite position as geometrically determined is displaced, as illustrated in Fig.  7 , from a true S to a false S′. When observed at a user, S′ has an excess distance compared to S. This excess is common for every satellite, owing to the equalized station-delays and to condition (A) introduced in the previous section. Therefore, an error arises only in the clock-offset solution in the user's calculation, with no errors arising in the position-solution 2 . Our communication-navigation system thus needs only relative adjustments of the internal delays of TXs and that of RXs. The need for absolutely calibrating internal delays by using sophisticated hardware no longer pertains.
Simulations
Errors in communication-navigation were simulated, assuming unknown delays in satellites and in ground stations, as shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Ranging noises at stations and users are not assumed here. Satellites S1-S3 are placed at 15-degree separations in geosynchronous orbit, and S4 is at a quasi-zenith position above Japan. The master station is placed in the central area, with sub-stations being placed in the northern-most and southern-most areas of Japan. Position determination errors were simulated for the satellites, and then for a user U placed in Japan. In the tables, H is for horizontal errors and V is for vertical errors. Though satellite position errors were significant, user navigation errors were less than one meter owing to the self-error cancellation. This result did not change wherever we place U in Japan. Thus, a few hundred meters of unknown delays can be allowed in satellites and in ground stations. The error tolerance as such will allow flexible choices of satellites and ease of designs for ground station hardware. 
Table 1. Satellite-delay Simulation ------------------------------
------------------------------ Table 2. Station-delay Simulation ------------------------------------------------------------
Proposed Proof-Experiments
As already stated in Section 2, navigation is based on the relative timing of signals arriving from satellites. The basic element of navigation information is therefore the relative signal timing from two satellites. In this regard, an experiment using two satellites can prove the feasibility of communication-navigation concept, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . A user unit placed at a known position receives time-mark signals via geostationary communication satellites S1 and S2. The relative timing of signal arrivals is measured and is checked against theory, from which the user-equivalent range error (UERE) is evaluated. Multiplying this by a GDOP for a planned four-satellite geometry then yields an estimate of navigation accuracy. This allows us to prove our navigation concept before any quasi-zenith satellite is launched. An experiment using one satellite is also possible for testing our navigation concept (see Fig. 11 ). A user unit is placed at a known position, with its clock pre-synchronized to the master-station clock. The master station and the user unit are so adjusted that they have equal receiver-delays. We measure the times of arrival of a signal at the master station and at the user unit, to know their difference δt (see Fig. 12 ). Meanwhile we predict this δt theoretically by using the known user-unit position and the "S′/t 0 "-information. Any discrepancy between the predicted δt and the measured δt then indicates a UERE. In this way we evaluate the UERE at different user positions. If there is only one sub-station, the satellite position is determined in two dimensions. In this case we must set the user's location so that it appears on the line connecting the master and sub stations as viewed from the satellite. This arrangement allows the user, the ground stations, and the satellite to lie on a plane, thus allowing the two-dimensional satellite position to be usable in our experiment. 
Summary
Four communication satellites, three geostationary and one quasi-zenith, along with three ground stations, can constitute a regional communication-navigation system covering Japan and surrounding area. Owing to the effect of self-error cancellation, neither satellites nor ground stations need absolute delay calibration. We can estimate the accuracy of navigation on the basis of a test experiment using one satellite or two satellites in geostationary orbit.
